
OPEN CALL FOR SAMA KUNSTFESTIVAL 2022
22. - 24. July 2022
Exhibition Indoor & Outdoor at Biosphärehof Tabakscheucher, Steyr

Topic
The tension between globalization and deglobalization accompanies us at every turn in everyday life. 
This global network creates and solves crises, wars and problems. But postmodernism shows us that 
this growth-based system has reached its limits. Yet technology and the rapid acquisition of knowledge 
that depend on full collaboration and interdependence are enabling what seemed impossible yesterday. 
Around the clock we use products that a globalized world enables and requires. At the same time, we 
are repeatedly reminded of the downsides and victims of this construct geared towards overconsumption 
and growth.

The question of individual impact occupies the (artist)-generation more than ever. What can you do as 
an individual? What can art do? And which topics must/can I outsource to political decision-makers. 
Questions that the majority of people cannot ask themselves due to a lack of time, money and resources. 
Art can help with that. It can mediate, build bridges, be an early warning system. Art can be opposition 
and coalition. It can break bridges and hurt, but it can also connect and strengthen.

With this year‘s art festival, we want to show this range and thus create a space for thought that invites 
you to reflect on your own points of view, to exchange ideas, to discuss, but also to connect and network. 
Ideally, this creates an inspiring sense of community - strengthened, together and with the feeling of not 
being alone should ideally be driven home from the festival back to everyday life.



Raumkonzepte
We want to try this in different ways with different room concepts. We write some of them below:

Consumption - Responsibility
fear - power

crisis - privilege
capital - justice

permanence- impermanence
utopia - dystopia

freedom - isolation
borders - ways

power - powerlessness
home - invasion

conformity - identity
growth - decline

heat - cold
pop - anti-pop

Info
We are looking for art positions of any kind: from painting to photography, sculpture, performance art or 
film work - we don‘t want to set any limits. The terrain (meadow, trees, paths) and the premises (barns) of 
the quite remote biosphere farm “Tabakscheucher” will be used. Thus, projects for indoor and outdoor 
are possible.

Submission
We ask that you submit your project by June 23, 2022 at the latest.
It should contain: A brief text of the concept with photos, videos or sketches and a
brief information about you.
By email to: kunst@samakollektiv.com

We are very much looking forward to your submissions!
The SAMA Kollektiv


